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DRY BULK AND 
SPECIALIST CARGO HANDLING

In 2012, Coeclerici Logistics is delivering the second twin vessel 
Bulk Limpopo for Vale Mozambique, the FTS Bulk Borneo for 
PT Berau Coal and is revamping the Floating Transfer Station 
Bulk Kremi I, operating in the Black Sea. 

The events are in line with the company strategy, which started 
developing offshore logistic projects more than 30 years ago 
by implementing maritime solutions to overcome the various 
bottlenecks existing in the Mediterranean Sea and creating a 
chain of raw material distribution, allowing end users, such as 
power plants or steel mills, to take advantage of the economies of 
scale and be more competitive in the market. 

Long time elapsed since the Cavalletto system, costal barges and 
floating cranes were ideated. The systems were used to help the 
Italian local coal fired power stations to optimize the coal supply 
by implementing a door to door distribution. After this beginning 
in the domestic market, over the years, Coeclerici Logistics has 
gone international with current projects in South America, India, 
Indonesia, Africa and Italy. The Logistics division handles 15 
million tons per year of raw material off shore and this figure is 
foreseen to increase in the near future to over 35 million tons per 
year, with the delivery of other transshipment units in 2013, with 
long-term contracts already allocated. 

Bulk Zambesi and Bulk Limpopo- 
Mozambique cargo cycle
Bulk Zambesi and Bulk Limpopo have been designed by 
Coeclerici Logistics to improve the operational logistic chain of 
the raw material in the Moatize area, where Vale has a huge coal 
mine concession located 17 kilometers northwest of Tete city, 
along the left bank of the Zambesi River. 

The units’ construction took place in China, under the 
supervision of Coeclerici technicians, who were constantly on 
site during the building phase; the construction used Italian and 
European technology. Both units are provided with equipment 
that allow modern and effective environmental control. Such 
equipment include dust isolators and a system for the selective 
management of waste to avoid any type of contamination 
occurring at sea or on board. Each unit is equipped with five 
heavy duty cranes, a belt conveyor system capable to guarantee a 
peak loading rate of 5,500 tons per hour and an average of 3,000 
tons per hour within a weather margin of 2 meters significant 
wave height and 25 knots of wind.

Cycle operations
The coal will be loaded at Beira loading berth and transported 
to a suitable anchorage 20 miles off the coast, where there are 
no draught constraints and where the coal will be transferred by 
means of the system installed on board into ocean going vessels 
(OGVs) up to 180,000 deadweight tonnage. The transshipment 
operations will make it possible not only to complete the loading 
of those ships that cannot be fully loaded at quay, but also of larger 
ships of Panamax and Capesize segment, that cannot dock in 
Beira because of the channel or port restrictions. Bulk Zambesi 
and Bulk Limpopo will allow Vale to export from the Port of 
Beira a quantity of about 11 million metric tons per year and to 
distribute the cargo worldwide in the most cost effective manner.

Bulk Java and Bulk Borneo – Indonesia 
Coecler ici Logistics took delivery of the floating transfer 
station (FTS) Bulk Borneo, where operations will commence 
in mid 2012 at Muara Pantai anchorage in Indonesia. The FTS 
will support the already operating FTS Bulk Java, consequently 
boosting the client coal output. 

About the project
Coeclerici Logistics proposed to PT Berau Coal, one of the top 
five coal producers in Indonesia, the use of FTS, duly designed 
to load an average of about 40,000 tons per day from standard 
Indonesian barges into ocean going vessels up to Capesize. 

The offshore transshipments operations will be carried out 
using a system equipped with two heavy duty cranes with grabs, 
two hoppers and a belt conveyor system with two swiveling 
shiploaders capable a tilt angle of 25 degrees. The FTSs are 
environmentally friendly and designed to meet the requirements 
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Bulk Limpopo.

Bulk Borneo at shipyard.

Criteria Value (meters)

LOA 97.000
Breadth 32,25 
Depth 7.50
Draft 5.80
DWT (about) 11,800

TABLE 1: FTS BULK BORNEO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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of international classification societies and the requirements of 
IMO, MARPOL (SOPEP), IOPP, ISPP and IAPP, as well as 
meeting local regulations and Coeclerici standards. 

Bulk Borneo, in conjunction with the existing Bulk Java, will allow 
an annual throughput of about 10 million of metric tons per year.

Black Sea — FTS Bulk Kremi I 
Coeclerici Logistics and Transship ltd, one of the largest Ukrainian 
shipping companies, set up a joint venture to operate in the Gulf 
of Kerch to overcome the existing logistics bottleneck in the 
area. Since 2010 the sulphur transshipment operations, which are 
performed by Bulk Kremi I in conjunction with the floating crane 
Atlas I, offer an integrated logistics chain solution to their users.

Bulk Kremi I was converted in the year 2000 into a self loading 
and self discharging vessel to perform transshipment operations 
of dry bulk material in the Black Sea. In order to further improve 
the services rendered by the JV, Bulk Kremi I has undertaken 
modernization works to enhance the loading performance rate.

The unit has been equipped with environmentally friendly 
systems composed by two hoppers, a telescopic shiploader 
comprising of a particular retractable chute which will be used 
only with sulphur cargo operations (the chute will be uninstalled 
when handling coal and iron ore) and a longitudinal cross belt 
conveyor system. Bulk Kremi I is able to load the cargo directly 
into the OGVs from river barges, avoiding the double handling 
of the cargo, but with the option to use the existing buffer storage 
on board to optimize the barge cycles.

System description
The system allows the unit to grab the material with the 25 ton 
cranes from the barges. It can then either load its own hold (buffer of 
about 13,000 tons) or transfer the material into OGV up to Panamax, 
since the air draft is about 18 meters, with a full load draught of about 

6 meters. The system has a transshipment capacity of 750 tons per 
hour and has been designed to mainly handle sulphur, but is capable 
of handling coal and iron ore by using inverters on the extractors 
and is designed to avoid any dust emissions during operations.

The shiploader can be simultaneously rotated and raised up to 
50 degrees from the horizontal, to overcome deck obstructions, 
such as cranes, on the vessels. The operation is guaranteed for 
the whole range of movement of the retractable part, which is 
between 20 meters and 30 meters with intermediate positions. 

The loading system is particularly significant as it is the first in 
Europe suitable for offshore transshipment of pelletized sulphur – 
a material that gives off highly flammable dust. For this reason the 
design had to be developed within the European ATEX Directive 
(94/9/EC) for products indented to be used in potentially 
explosive atmospheres. 

Future projects
Coeclerici Group is nowadays an international reality with a 
multi-divisional structure of logistics, trading, mining and shipping 
that has strengthened during the past few years, expanding its 
presence worldwide.

Recently the Group has opened a new office in Miami, Florida 
to set up a presence in the US for trading of North and South 
American coal and related raw materials and looking for new 
opportunities in logistics throughout the American continent.

Coeclerici Group is confident that, as the US is one the biggest 
coal producing countries in the world, the activities in this market 
will allow the various company divisions to expand even further on 
international activities and to be able to follow the market evolution.

Bulk Kremi shiploader chute.

Bulk Kremi – main characteristics
Length: 121.92 meters
Beam: 30.48 meters
Loaded draught (within 12 miles from shore): 6.658 meters
Deadweight: about 13.000 tons
Gross tonnage: 7.061 tons
Net tonnage: 2.118 tons
Hold (flat top): 1
Crane: 2 by 25 tons
Cranes outreach from barge side: 26 meters
Shiploader outreach from OGV side: 18 meters to 28 meters

Material Sulphur UN1350 Coal Iron ore
Specific weight (t/m³) 1.21 0.8 – 0.85 2.2
Maximum size (mm) 0 – 100 0 – 75 0 – 75
Middle moisture (%) 0.5 – 2.5 10 – 30 10 – 30
Angle of repose (°) 43 37 35
Capacity of SHP1 (t/hr) 750 500 750

TABLE 2: HANDLING MATERIAL & MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
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